Lumbar spinal ligament characteristics extracted from stepwise reduction experiments allow for preciser modeling than literature data.
Lumbar ligaments play a key role in stabilizing the spine, particularly assisting muscles at wide-range movements. Hence, valid ligament force-strain data are required to generate physiological model predictions. These data have been obtained by experiments on single ligaments or functional units throughout the literature. However, contrary to detailed spine geometries, gained, for instance, from CT data, ligament characteristics are often inattentively transferred to multi-body system (MBS) or finite element models. In this paper, we use an elaborated MBS model of the lumbar spine to demonstrate how individualized ligament characteristics can be obtained by reversely reenacting stepwise reduction experiments, where the range of motion (ROM) was measured. We additionally validated the extracted characteristics with physiological experiments on intradiscal pressure (IDP). Our results on a total of in each case 160 ROM and 49 IDP simulations indicated superiority of our procedure (seven and eight outliers) toward the incorporation of classical literature data (on average 71 and 31 outliers).